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“Safety Guidelines for Physical Activity
in Alberta Schools”, Alberta Centre for
Injury Control and Research (ACICR,
2013) pages 21-22, 33-35 and 57-63.

ESSENTIAL QUESTION
How can educational gymnastics contribute to the development of physical literacy through
innovation: creating, generating and apply new ideas or concepts?

Warm Up
PARTNER TAG

Benefits Health

EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

EQUIPMENT
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In pairs, students number themselves one or two. On a signal to go, the ones
are it and must first perform a gymnastics skill, such a a three point balance for
five seconds, then attempt to tag their partner. If tagged, the number two student
becomes it, but must first perform a gymnastics skill. Continue for a minute, then
invite students to change the gymnastics skill before trying to tag their partner.

Clues that students are achieving the
outcome...
“Students will analyze the positive benefits
gained from physical activity” K-12
Physical Education Program of Studies,
Alberta Learning, 2000
• Students can reflect on this unit in the
form of a blog post
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Following the warm-up each group should set up their mats and equipment. Introduce the
guiding question for the day: How do students apply basic skills in combination with each
other? Allow time for students to refine their routines, and then determine an order for the
performances. When ready, instruct all students to sit in an area of the gym where they will
not be in the recording and still be able to view the performance. Be sure that students give a
round of applause after each performance. Upon completion of the last group, have students
clean up mats and equipment while you prepare the recorded performances. Students will
now view themselves and the other groups in order to provide feedback.
Hand out peer and self-assessment sheets to each group (only one sheet per group).
Explain the assessment sheet before viewing the recorded performances. Groups sit
together to discuss the assessment while viewing the performances, including their own.
Collect the completed assessments from each group. Be sure that the name of the group
members being assessed is on the sheet. Inform students that they will receive a teacher
assessment once all assessments have been reviewed.

Provide each student with an exit
slip with the following question
and ask students to complete
a blog post as an additional
summative assessment. “What
are the positive benefits you
have gained from this unit?”
(Some possible points may
include confidence in abilities,
physical strength and flexibiity,
cooperation skills, etc.)
“Identify the key components of
educational gymnastics that have
contributed to your development
of physical literacy.”
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